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Who we are

Vision
To revolutionise mental health provision in
schools and colleges for generations to
come.

Mission
To develop an education workforce with the
knowledge and skills to effectively support
the mental health of our pupils, staff,
parents and school leaders.

Our values
Collaborative
Inventive
Knowledgeable
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Our approach
Excellent schools and colleges transform lives.
Mental health challenges are holding too many
back. Schools and colleges see this need.
Minds Ahead exists to transform this system
by supporting schools and colleges.
We believe that a fundamental re-think of
mental health in education is needed. We are
passionately committed to ensuring that
schools and colleges remain true to their core:
inspirational places of learning, growth,
discovery and enjoyment for all children and
young people. We know that this is achieved
ensuring that schools and colleges are exciting
and supportive places to work.
We approach everything from an educationbased perspective, rooted in evidence with a
commitment to organisational development
and learning, so that schools and colleges can
bring about sustainable changes suited to their
context.

Case Study:
Leeds Beckett University
Masters: School Leadership of
Mental Health and Wellbeing

This Masters, the first of its kind in the world, was conceived and
researched from scratch by Minds Ahead
Minds Ahead designed and are delivering this innovative and
successful programme, now in its third year
This unique course is for school and college leaders with strategic
responsibility for mental health across their school, college or
group of schools
The Masters is part of a wider scheme of work Minds Ahead have
developed in partnership with the Carnegie Faculty of Education
at Leeds Beckett University

I have found this MA fantastic - it is
based in theory but grounded in
practice and has made a huge
impact to not only my understanding
of mental health but completely
revolutionised how the school
support mental health

Adam,
Masters Student at Leeds
Beckett University

Case Study: Leading a Mentally
Healthy School Programme
Health Education England Funded

Minds Ahead worked on this Health Education Funded Programme
with the School Development Agency.
Working collaboratively with and a range of mental health and
educational professionals, Minds Ahead researched and designed
this new two-day programme.
Rolled out nationally using a cascade model with the Teaching
School Council, Minds Ahead provided ‘Train the Trainer’ support.

Fantastic network and ideas
sharing!
Great materials partnered by
Minds Ahead, really seeing
national changes! So glad
that Thomas Gainsborough
School and Unity Schools
Partnership are embedding
and driving this forward
within the region.
Emma Wilson-Downes,
Assistant Headteacher

Designing programmes
for your needs
Minds Ahead works with a wide range of
organisations to research, design and develop
professional learning events and programmes,
which can then be branded and promoted for
their own clients.
Delegates attending any of these courses should
leave with increased confidence to make
sustainable changes in their school or college.
We have designed innovative, national scale
programmes.
These include:
One-day events
Short programmes
Online modules and resources
Right up to fully validated Masters’
Programmes
These have been rolled out by our clients, using
their own training teams, with ownership rights
and intellectual property belonging to them.
These clients include: Health Education England,
School Development Support Agency,
Department for Education, Mental Health UK,
Leeds Beckett University, Local Authorities,
schools and colleges.

Our expertise
We combine the latest thinking on mental
health in education along with expertise in
professional learning. This approach utilises
evidence-based facilitated learning processes
which not only transfers knowledge but
fosters deeper, applied thinking of the
challenges faced by colleagues in their
school or college.
As a result, delegates will be equipped and
inspired to improve mental health within their
context.
We draw on a deep understanding of:
mental health in schools and colleges
educational leadership
change management
professional learning processes
the mental health and educational policy
agenda
We are relentlessly focused on universal, preclinical, supportive and evidence informed
activities that benefit their whole community.
Our evidence-informed work focuses on
ensuring positive and sustainable change.

Partners we have worked with

Case Study: Bloom
Mental Health UK

Bloom, is a 14-18 resilience building curriculum designed by Minds
Ahead.
The brief was to develop a new national programme that teachers
can deliver to young people. The focus was on addressing the main
transition points such as moving through school, into employment
and university.
Minds Ahead designed the programme, produced teacher guides,
resources and materials so that it can be delivered across multiple
educational settings within the four nations of the UK.
Minds Ahead managed an iterative process ensuring wide-ranging
focus group feedback was incorporated into the final version
following a full drafting process.
A pilot is now being run across the UK to support the full roll out and
delivery of the programme in 2021.

Case Study: Bloom
Mental Health UK

It was a pleasure working with Minds Ahead in
developing the content for Mental Health
UK's new young person’s programme, Bloom.
Minds Ahead knowledge and understanding
of the subject matter, from an academic and
practical viewpoint, was evident from the
start. Most importantly they understood how
it would work in a classroom setting from a
young persons and teachers perspective.
Enda Egan,
Head of Young People's
Programmes
Mental Health UK

Our
process
Our approach follows an
evidence-based process:

3

Development

Development
We move on to the detailed development
phased and start building resources. This
phase brings it all to life.
This involves drafts of materials and resources
which are shared prior to formal review.

1

Analysis

Clarification of brief
We gain clarity on the design brief by
understanding the intended outcomes, key
project requirements, milestones, risks,
constraints, pivotal stakeholders and any
previous research undertaken.
Desk research, internal & external peer review
Published literature, policy guidance and other
relevant resources will be researched and
summarised.
We will have a peer review, ensuring that we
are focusing on the right areas.

2

Design

Design phase
We then take all of this information to pin down
the learning objectives, a learning strategy,
delivery methods, structure, duration,
assessment and feedback methods for the
course.
This will provide a detailed framework from
which all subsequent development will evolve.
Peer reviewers will review this outline ensuring
that pace, theory, practice and learning
processes are appropriate for the intended
learners and outcomes for the programme.

The feedback from these review activities will
be collated, summarised and evaluated with a
report produced, tracking key decisions taken
and changes made.

4 Implementation
Delivery
We can hand over the developed programme
at this point, for their roll-out.
Trainer handbooks or running a 'train the
trainer' workshop, assists with this transition.
Alternatively, the Design Team could deliver
the first set of training programmes. This
enables any changes to the programme to be
made before wider roll-out.

5

Evaluation

Evaluation and quality
Throughout the process, we employ a
structured Continuous Quality Improvement
(CQI) policy. We seek qualitative and
quantitative feedback from multiple sources.
When the programme is running we can
advise on the specific measures which would
enable effective programme evaluation, so
user needs and the expected outcomes are
met.

Our design team
Who we are
We are a team of professionals fully committed to ensuring that children succeed
in education.
We have extensive experience working with schools and come from adult and
child mental health as well as psychology, child protection and social work
backgrounds.
At the start of the contract a Design Team will be created. The Design Team will
deliver the research and development activities, ensuring appropriate usertesting, collate feedback and decide on the overall design of the programme and
that this is completed on time and meet all expected outcomes. This team
ensures expertise in all relevant phases of schools/colleges.

Our expertise:
Partnership working and meeting customer requirements
School and college mental health and strategies to support students and staff, current
school and college mental health research and the policy context and the needs of
schools and colleges
Professional learning design, development and delivery, including working with focus
groups, partners and other collaborative arrangements
Psychology, resilience and global perspectives on mental health in schools and colleges
Teaching and pastoral care of 14-18 year olds, supporting them successfully through
key transition points designing learning and resources for this age range including
lesson planning and aligning to national curriculum requirements
Qualified teacher with experience mentoring NQT's, observation and feedback of sixth
form lessons

We offer effective
professional development
Standards for teachers professional development
Effective teaching requires considerable knowledge and skill, which should be
developed as teachers’ careers progress. High-quality professional development
requires workplaces to be steeped in rigorous scholarship, with professionals
continually developing and supporting each other so that pupils benefit from the best
possible teaching
Effective professional development relies upon teachers, headteachers and
leadership teams in schools and organisations providing professional development,
being clear about their respective roles and working together effectively.
Effective teacher professional development is a partnership between:
• Headteachers and other members of the leadership team;
• Teachers; and
• Providers of professional development expertise, training or consultancy.
In order for this partnership to be successful:
1. Professional development should have a focus on improving and evaluating pupil
outcomes.
2. Professional development should be underpinned by robust evidence and expertise.
3. Professional development should include collaboration and expert challenge.
4. Professional development programmes should be sustained over time.
And all this is underpinned by, and requires that:
5. Professional development must be prioritised by school leadership.

Case Study: Tiney

Client
Tiney - National early years childcare service

Project Overview
Minds Ahead met with Tiney and discussed the need to add vital mental health
training to their online and face to face training for their childcarers. This
training aimed to develop the mental health knowledge and understanding of
the childcarers and enable them to support the mental health of the young
children they cared for, work with parents more effectively and support their
own mental health.

Objective
Tiney wanted this to fit into their existing structure and style of modules. After
reviewing the content Minds Ahead came up with 5 mental health modules that
would be beneficial to the childcarers and achieve the project aim. These were
agreed and designed as online learning (short, snappy, interactive units). One
was developed as a face-to-face session that could be delivered by one of
their trainers.

Solution
As Minds Ahead designed this content they went through the following iterative
process:
Minds Ahead met with their experienced EYFS practitioners to ensure the
high quality activities, associated theory, relevant practical applications and
applicable safety guidance
Minds Ahead drafted the content this included making and sourcing videos,
images and activities that ensured it was engaging
Minds Ahead took this draft back to their EYFS practitioners to ask them to
review it and suggest changes
Once this had occurred and edits were made this went to the Tiney team
for feedback and any required changes
These edits were completed and after communications with Tiney’s team
for some graphics and formatting, the completed files were sent over for
their use
This training has subsequently been rollled out nationally to all Tiney
childcarers.

Case Study: Tiney

It was such a pleasure to work with the
team at Minds Ahead. They're a team of
passionate experts and we were hugely
impressed with the rigour, insight and
humanity of the work they did for us.

Matt Lloyd-Rose,
Head of Education
Tiney

Want to know more?
Contact us
design@mindsahead.org.uk

Inspiring to improve mental health

